November 12, 2015

Home-Grown Talent is Everywhere in MISD!

Montgomery ISD knows a thing or two about “growing their own”. On each of the eight campuses, a graduate of Montgomery ISD is employed in some capacity. Proud to be a Bear holds special meaning for these staff members and that’s something to brag about!

MISD graduate of the Class of 2010 Laura Rodgers said, “I graduated from Montgomery High School in 2010. I am beyond blessed that I was able to attend school in Montgomery. Because of the Montgomery school district, I was well prepared for college, not only in academics, but also in life. That is the reason why I wanted to come back and teach here. Now that I am working in the district, I am able to see how loving and helpful all of the teachers are and how supportive the entire community is. I would not want to start my teaching career anywhere else!”

Montgomery Middle School: Kristine Roberts, Allison Mittag, Christina Haynes, Gabriela Colman, & Gretchen Murray (not pictured)
Lone Star Elementary: Lindsay Griffith, Melissa Freeman, Lauren Teasdale, Denise Walls, Pam Pizzino, Andrea Gauthier, Marilyn Burzynski & Kayla McCurry (not pictured)

Montgomery Elementary: (Top row) Ladonna Meeler- nurse, Dana Kuciemba- principal’s secretary, Kimber Lehmann- third grade teacher, Andrea Coleman- receptionist, & Jennifer Atkinson-kindergarten teacher (Bottom row) Malynda King- child nutrition specialist, Angela German- pre-k teacher, & Jennifer Short- first grade teacher

MRE Librarian and MISD graduate of the Class of 1994, Jennifer Williamson said, “As a Montgomery graduate, I am proud to be able to work alongside many of the great educators that once taught me! I am even more proud to be raising my child in such a supportive community that rallies around our great school district and places priority on faith, family, and education.”

Montgomery Intermediate Elementary: (not listed in order of picture)
Dusty Norman (1990), Taylor Horn (2008), Connie Hurst (1987), Brooke Small (2012),
Karie Shreve (1994), & Molly Radford - "Step aside-We're coming through-We're the class of '82!"

Montgomery Junior High: (not listed in order of picture)
Montgomery High School: (not listed in order of picture)

MISD graduate of the Class of 2006, Alana Miller said, “I arrived to MISD during my senior year. I had to evacuate to Montgomery from Silsbee, Texas, due to Hurricane Rita, but I instantly felt at home. I loved it so much that I wanted to return, so I decided to join the MISD family as a staff member. I love waking up every morning and giving back to MISD so that our students will feel just as much at home as the MISD employees made me feel when I first arrived.”

*It’s always a great day to be a Montgomery Bear!*